
Fantasy Basketball Nerd Launches Rankings for
2017-18

Fantasy Basketball Nerd

Top Fantasy Basketball Rankings

TayTech LLC today announced the
consumer launch of
FantasyBasketballNerd.com just in time
for the 2017-18 fantasy basketball
season.

OSHKOSH, WI, US, October 9, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Fantasy
Basketball Nerd takes the "wisdom of the
crowd" to a new level by aggregating
rankings and projections from the
industry's leading fantasy basketball
sites, weighting them based upon each
site's accuracy, and producing the
industry's most accurate consensus
rankings. 

The underlying algorithm was originally
developed for sister site Fantasy Football
Nerd and has been recognized as one of
the most accurate in the industry. It saves
the typical player several hours by
aggregating and collecting advice from a
large cross section of industry experts.
The expert rankings are updated
frequently to ensure that the data is
recent and relevant.

"NerdRank is the technology created to bring the wisdom of the crowd into a manageable
environment. It's what makes Fantasy Basketball Nerd so unique. Anyone can aggregate fantasy

We grade every site for
accuracy and weight their
rankings and projections
based upon that accuracy.
We literally use the best of
the best in our consensus.”

J. Joseph Dyken, CEO

basketball rankings and projections and then average them
out. NerdRank is a results-oriented process for normalizing
the rankings and projections. Weighting the rankings based
upon past accuracy can give you an edge that your
competition doesn't have," said Joe Dyken, CEO and founder
of FantasyBasketballNerd.com.

The Nerd's innovative draft rankings system provides a
consensus ranking for overall draft rankings as well as
positional rankings. It operates under the theory that having
nine heads is better than one. The consensus rankings are

useful for seeing what the experts from the major fantasy basketball websites are thinking and

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.fantasybasketballnerd.com/fantasy-basketball-rankings
https://www.fantasybasketballnerd.com/fantasy-basketball-rankings


projecting. FantasyBaskettballNerd.com brings that collective intelligence into one location.

All tools and information on the website are free to use and can be accessed by visiting
https://www.fantasybasketballnerd.com. Additionally, FantasyBasketballNerd.com offers developers
free access to the underlying data that they can use within their own personal and commercial
applications.

The Nerd compares rankings from sites such as NBA.com, ESPN.com, CBS Sportsline, FOX Sports,
Yahoo, and more to produce the fantasy sports industry's only weighted fantasy basketball rankings
system.

According to FantasyBasketballNerd.com, the top players in this year's fantasy basketball draft
rankings are Russell Westbrook (OKC), James Harden (HOU), Stephen Curry (GSW), Giannis
Antetokounmpo (MIL), and Anthony Davis (NOP).

TayTech, LLC is a privately held company headquartered in Oshkosh, WI.
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